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Mission.Vision.
Diva Demeanor is an official 501 c 3 non-profit

organization aimed at educating, empowering and

enlisting women in the hip hop culture to be who they

were created to be.

Diva Demeanor will achieve this vision through the means

of:

1. Online platform that creates virtual role models in

the culture as well as renews and shapes the minds of

the visitors.

2. Diva sessions and small group gatherings to empower

and assist each woman to walk in her unique strength.

3. Connecting women to organizations that impact the

demographic that they are passionate about and

creating unique outreach opportunities.



The Need is
Evident...

If you type in “Women in the hip hop culture” into your

search bar, the first thing you see is this:

Misogyny in Hip Hop Culture
refers to lyrics, videos or other
aspects of hip hop culture that
support, glorify, justify, or
normalize the objectification,
exploitation, or victimization of
women. It can range from
innuendoes to stereotypical

characterizations and defamations.

Followed by pages and pages of articles and websites

referring to the exact same concept.



If Women are used solely to bolster a mans masculinity

as a decorative object and not empowered in her own

right then she is reduced to merely a sexual object and

that becomes her primary value. Girls subconsciously

take these messages and images from art into practice in

their lives.

girls and women in the hip hop culture recreate hip hop

imagery as forms of self expression through avenues

like facebook, instargram and snapchat on social media.



STUDIES HAVE examined factors related to perceived

barriers to gaining a mentor. Women reported more

such barriers than men. In addition, individuals

lacking previous experience as proégés reported

greater barriers to obtaining a mentor than

experienced protégés. IT IS AN UGLY CYCLE.

THERE ARE A LACK OF MENTORS AND ROLE MODELS FOR

WOMEN, ESPECIALLY IN THE HIP HOP CULTURE. tHIS NEED

MUST BE MET IN ORDER FOR THESE WOMEN TO THRIVE AS

WELL AS TURN THE TIDE FOR THIS NEXT GENERATION TO

COME.



A recent study showed that a common theme for women

leaving their church is:

lack of roles and opportunities for women

and

their gifts and talents not being valued/put to use

women are in the church filled with gifts and passions

and are looking for more but either do not know more is

out there or have not yet found a place where they fit.



Message from the Founder
“Heart of a Soldier. Demeanor of a Diva.” is more than a slogan or an

Instagram bio, this is a way of life for me. Not only is it a way of life

for me, I’ve realized that it’s a way of life for MANY women, but this

group of women have no voice, no platform and no encouragement to

be who they truly are.

I do know one thing… God changes your heart and desires but if he made

you to be gritty, grimey, raw and well...hip hop, you can still keep that

part of you and use it to transform the lives of the people who look

and sound just like you.

Women in the hip hop culture are portrayed as merely sex symbols,

eye candy and an accessory for men. Even the female emcees are

somehow pushed to the side or overly sexualized to sell records. I

want to create a much different platform for women in hip hop. I want

to create a platform that showcases young, urban women who are

more than just vixens. I want to show Christian women that just

because you are a little more edgy, grimey, gutta and way more raw

than the average chick in your church…God has a place for you on his

mission field and that there are thousands of women like you. I want

to show women their purpose; that we aren’t just tag-a-longs,

groupies or a man’s accessory (even in ministry). I want to give these

women a place to connect, learn, be inspired and have a voice.



This platform won’t be cookie cutter; it will be raw. This platform

will not just stop at being a webpage, it will be a movement. This

platform will not just inspire, it will rally the troops and send them

out for war. This platform is needed, because there is such a void in

this hip hop culture.

I have always seen Christian Hip Hop artists as more than just

rappers, they are missionaries. There is a huge network of hip hop

missionaries who are actively serving and performing transforming

work in every hood in this city. I am a strong believer that women are

meant to stand side by side our strong brothers in the faith and

fight. Our brothers are on the frontlines, it’s time for us to step up.

There are thousands of women who are in the hip hop culture and

feel there’s no place for them in the church, or they feel their

background/struggles/stories are too raw for the church, or they

are believers but feel like there’s so much more to this walk than

just going to church and bible studies, I’m doing this to show women

that there is more and that they do belong here.

The heartbeat of this mission comes from our strong brothers, they

have the heart of a soldier and I admire that so much…as women we

have that same strength and that same heart but our demeanor is

much different, our approach is much different…… We have the heart

of a soldier, and the demeanor of a diva.”

-Jasmine Woodson
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Links. Contact.

                Website: DivaDemeanor.com

Instagram: @DivaDemeanor

Facebook: @Diva Demeanor

Founder: Jasmine Woodson

(832)465-4131

Jasmine@DivaDemeanor.com

@theplatform

Offical Diva Demeanor


